POST-VISIT ACTIVITY – Wonder and Wander

Hello! The other fairies and I really enjoyed showing you the way to Enchanted Woods! We hope you will remember your visit for a long time, and that you will come back with your family! When you come, be sure to show them the

(1) ____________________ trees! If you tip toe very softly, you might see a
(3) ____________________. If you stand very still, you may hear the sound of a
beautiful (4) ____________________. Finally, don’t forget to visit the totally
amazing (2) ____________________! We know you will have lots of fun
together!

Have a magical day!

Cobweb

DIRECTIONS: The last note from Cobweb is missing a few words! Fill in the blanks below. Then, add the words to the story in the appropriate place. (Be careful with this part, it might be tricky!)

1. Word to describe trees: ________________________________

2. The best thing you saw: ________________________________

3. Animal you saw during your walk: ________________________________

4. Sound that you heard: ________________________________